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Executive Summary

A PROBLEM OF SCALE 

Certainly in living working memory, the norm rather than 

the rule, was that no piece of content was released by a 

brand unless the CMO saw it first. Since then, this little thing 

called the internet, in general, and social media, in particular, 

has turned such a notion into a laughing stock (no pun 

intended).  Thus, it gave rise to the ubiquitous brand style 

guides – normally enormous tomes nobody, often including 

their creators, could truly understand let alone adhere to. 

The solution to the production of a brand’s image thus found 

its way into the hands of a full creative process. A creative 

agency directing a production company made TVCs, stills for 

billboards, magazines and newspapers often in the presence 

of one or more brand custodians, if not the CMO.  The results 

are almost always what the CMO wanted but the process is 

expensive and painfully slow. 

For major brand campaign launches, where the visuals 

need to be pixel perfect, Shutterstock Custom’s Senior Vice 

President, Grant Munro, insists this high-touch process is still 

the correct way for a brand to go. However, he noted there is 

so much more demand for content today than ever before, 

and trends such as customisation and localisation mean a 

need for a more scalable solution has arisen. It was into this 

gap that Munro launched his start-up and quickly grew it 

from zero into a US$55 million business in three-and-a-half 

years. Now a wholly owned subsidiary of Shutterstock, the 

need for the business continues to explode. 

With the proliferation of social media, and Google’s decided 

lurch towards visual rather than text-based ads, brands need 

a mind-numbing amount of visual creative, and yet the need 

to preserve the brand’s narrative remains. Sadly, budgets 

have not grown at the same rate as media channels – in 

many cases, they have shrunk. When Munro started what is 

now Shutterstock Custom, his aim was to produce a digital 

solution to the problem of scalability of custom imagery. He 

admits the process was a little harder than he first thought. 

“There was a lot of blood sweat and tears trying to figure out 

how to do this,” he says.

“There’s this notion of upfront calibration. When you’re 

working for a brand, the concept of brand look and feel, 

if you’re not in that world, is somewhat abstract.”  

“The first brand we started working for was Anheuser-Busch 

InBev [Budweiser’s parent company]. Their brand guidelines 

was a 100-page PowerPoint deck, and I sent it to a few 

photographers and they rang up and said, ‘Hey, I don’t have 

PowerPoint?’ So, I thought we were in a bit of trouble here. 

“We needed a way to take all of that information summarise 

all of that information into a really precise and compelling 

format that people could consume and react to. So, we 

developed this visual identity calibration.  Munro said the 

process involves a brand putting forward all approved 

images, then putting them together in a mood board. “Then, 

with a group of the brand stakeholders, we extract the 

features the brand must have, and we try and keep them to a 

minimum,” he said. 

“Once these are agreed to, the key insight here was we 

kept them binary, so there’s no subjectivity. There are three 

primary technical aspects: composition, tone and lighting. 

Then things like environment and subject matter. “We can 

then start having conversations with the stakeholders as to 

what’s really important and end up with the perfect amount 

of information, because too much is too much.” 

Munro said the output of this is a simple guideline that 

anyone can follow, and it allows you quickly to see if an 

image is on-brand or off-brand. Shutterstock uses this as a 

filter to source creators.
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LET’S TAKE A STEP BACK:
WHAT IS BRAND IDENTITY? 

A brand identity is the cohesive look and feel of your 
organisation. It’s the “name, term, design, symbol, or any 
other feature that identifies one seller’s good or service 
as distinct from those of other sellers,” as defined by the 
American Marketing Association. But brand identity isn’t 
just the physical or visual elements that represent your 
organisation. 

It’s also the feelings that people get when interacting with 
your business, marketing materials, products, services,  
team members, and physical locations. Your brand is how 
your audience perceives your organisation as a whole.  
As Amazon’s Jeff Bezos says, “Branding is what people say 
about you when you are not in the room.”   

It’s the lasting impression you leave on your customers  
and clients, and it’s shaped largely by the visual identity 
that you present. 

WHY USE VISUAL BRANDING 

Using strong, consistent, on-brand imagery produces 
higher “Return On Investment” (ROI) for your marketing 
efforts, more deeply resonates with customers, and creates 
a cohesive and memorable brand experience that makes 
clients come back for more.  So, if you’re working with a 
hodgepodge of busy and inconsistent visuals, they’re likely 
sending the wrong message to your audience and it’s time 
to make a change by clearly defining or perhaps refreshing 
your visual brand identity.  

THE POWER OF PICTURES – 
A BIOLOGICAL PHENOMENON 

In a race, text just can’t compete with images. It makes sense. 
After all, we don’t even possess the innate cognitive ability 
to process words. It’s an entirely more advanced process our 
brains have to work through. At birth, a baby understands 
the image of his or her mother months before being able to 
understand what the word mummy means. We understand 

images instantly. We have to work to process text.  

In fact, the brain processes images 60,000 times faster than 
it does text. And it’s more accustomed to processing images 
– ninety per cent of the information sent to the brain is
visual, and 93% of all human communication is visual. Again,
none of this is new or recent. The human brain has always

processed images ridiculously faster than words

We absorb and understand graphics quickly and remember 
their meanings more efficiently. While people only remember 
20% of what they read, they remember 80% of what they see 
(Huffington Post). 

Because people quickly absorb, interpret, and remember 
visuals, it’s no surprise that most of us respond well when 
presented with the opportunity to see and share them. 

• Infographics are liked and shared 3x more than other
content.

•  Instagram this year surpassed 1 billion active users who
‘like’ 4.2 billion posts each day.

•  350 million new photos are uploaded daily to Facebook.
•  Tweets with images receive 18% more clicks, 89% more

favorites, and 150% more retweets.
•  Shoppers who view videos are 1.81x more likely to

purchase than non-viewers.
•  71% of consumers say that video is the best way to bring

a product’s features to life.

Visuals encourage people to act, share, and purchase 
which is why they can play a significant role in marketing 
strategies.

Basics of Visual Branding
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How Visual Branding Evolved  
As A Discipline

HOW BRANDS START USING 
VISUAL MARKETING –  
AN ANALOGUE APPROACH 
 
Historically, a visual marketing strategy began with a logo, 
as it is the most basic component of a brand’s visual identity.  
But remember – visual marketing isn’t plastering your logo 
on everything. It’s using your logo to create brand guidelines 
that direct the creation of other visuals that represent the 
feel and appeal of your unique brand. Open any marketing 
textbook or indeed just Google branding strategy and you  
will find a multitude of sources suggesting something along 
the lines of the below process. There’s absolutely nothing 
wrong with the approach; it’s a classic. It’s just very analogue 
when you’re ready for scale. 

Define your branding elements.  
Create a branding style guide that leads the direction of  
your other visuals based on your logo. The guide should 
include guidelines for: 
 
• Colour Schemes 
• Typography
• Iconography (flat, 3D, photorealistic, hand-drawn, etc.) 
•  Logo Formats (size and placement, colour, primary and 

secondary logo examples, etc.) 
• Photographic Styling (include examples of images that 

match your brand) 
• Voice 

Define your voice.  
While defining a ‘voice’ for visuals might sound 
counterintuitive, it is an essential part of identifying your 
visual brand. A brand ‘voice’ is more than the way your  
brand sounds or the words you use, it the expression you  
use to engage and motivate your audience. 

Your brand expression will translate through the images 
and visuals you use. So, in your branding guide, include 

descriptions and words of what feelings and emotions define 
the vibe and values of your brand. 

Make sure your brand is always represented.  
While your logo does not need to be on every piece of visual 
material, your brand does need to be represented so that 
customers and clients can associate your brand with the 
image.  All your visuals should have a least one element  
that ties back to your brand. Whether it is a beautiful photo 
with an overlay of your branded font and designated hashtag 
or a logo on the corner of your free Slideshare presentation, 
the brand connection is what makes it marketing. Don’t 
forget to tie your visual back to your brand.  

Use visual marketing on your website and social  
media channels.  
Once you have a clear direction on the voice and imagery 
associated with your brand, start using visual marketing  
on your online platforms. 

 

HOW TO FIND YOUR BRAND’S  
VISUAL IDENTITY  
 
These steps will help you identify your brand goals and 
mission, so you can connect your visual identity to your 
larger brand values. 

1. Define Your Audience 
Before you can position your brand to connect with an 
audience, you need to know who that audience is. Identifying 
who you are talking to will make every part of your branding 
easier. You’ll know how to talk to your audience. You’ll 
uncover the language, terms, and tone you should use, and 
you get a clear picture of the imagery and tone that connects 
to the audience. 
Define your audience by looking at demographics and 
psychographics. Don’t create a broad audience. Drill down  
to create one ideal customer by asking yourself:  
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•  What is their age, gender, job description, income, and
education level?

• What is their personality like? What values, hobbies, and
interests do they have?

• What type of lifestyle do they live?
• What are their day to day concerns?
• What solutions are they looking for?
• What other brands do they like?

2. Define Your Brand Mission
(The “Why” Behind Your Brand)
Once you spend some time digging into your audience, take
some time to assess yourself.

Think about what you offer your customers and clients. 
You need to consider the products and services your offer, 
but you also need to think about the way you provide those 
offerings and why. 

Ask yourself: 

• Why do we provide these services and products?
• What do we hope to change for our customer?
• What improvements do we want to bring to their life?
• Why do we think it’s important to do this?
• What do we stand for?

Google Simon Sinek The Golden Triangle for more on “why”; 
it goes well beyond brand and into inspiration and the key for 
success. 

3. Identify Your Brand Personality
When you have a good idea about your brand mission,
identify the brand personality that matches that position.
What type of person would be a good reflection of your
business? How would they talk? How would they look?

A simple way to create a starting point for this imaginary 
brand representative is to ask yourself the question:
 If I could have any person be a spokesman for my brand,  
who would it be?  

From there you can create a description of your brand 
personality. 

4. Identify Your Emotional Appeal
Infusing emotion into your brand is how you connect deeply
with prospects and leave a lasting memorable image in their
mind. So, spend time thinking about the emotional reactions
you want people to have to your brand.

• How do you want your audience to feel when they see
your marketing materials?

•  What emotions are triggered when your customers and
clients use your products/services or interact with your
brand?

• What emotions lie at the heart of your brand story?
•  Does it make sense for your brand to be connected with

trust, fear, guilt, competition, belonging, or some other
emotional appeal?

5. Pull It Together
When you have the answers to these questions, you will start
to naturally build an image of your brand and the visuals that
support it. From your new knowledge, you can:

• Choose a colour palette. Use colour psychology to pick a
shade that matches your identity.

•  Choose your typography. Choose two complementary
fonts that represent your brand.

• Define imagery choices. Describe what type of imagery
best represents your brand (i.e., Is it a landscape photo in
black, white or a brightly colored animated graphic, etc.?)

•  Redesign your logo if it doesn’t match. If you uncovered a
brand identity that isn’t represented by your current logo,
consider a redesign.

• Create a branding guide. List all the elements of your
brand identity in one guide that your entire team can
access. This document will make sure every element of
your branding follows the same consistent guidelines.
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About Shutterstock Custom

SHUTTERSTOCK CUSTOM

Shutterstock Custom was founded to address the challenge 
brands are experiencing with the proliferation of digital 
and social media, to compete for attention and feed the 
unrelenting demand for content across mobile and web 
applications. As brands look to scale and manage visual 
content creation, Shutterstock Custom offers an efficient 
and innovative platform to achieve this. The technology 
streamlines the creative process by ingesting a company’s 
visual identity and transforming it into a creative brief 
that is shared with a global network of creative talent who 
then fulfill the brief by shooting custom imagery including 
photos, videos, GIFs, cinemagraphs and 360°s. The 
contributor matching algorithm pairs the customer need with 
contributors who are best equipped to capture the content 
requested. Shutterstock Custom account managers take care 
of the project management, making the process easy and 
seamless for customers.

THE AUSTRALIAN &
NEW ZEALAND EXPERIENCE 

In partnership with Shutterstock, B&T conducted a roadshow 
of its popular Breakfast Club in Sydney, New Zealand and 
Melbourne, which saw more than 100 leading marketers 
attend and discuss their experiences with visual branding 
and advertising in a digitally disrupted world. 

Below is a summary of some of the key speakers and 
themes discussed. 

Bruce Pilbrow took to the stage, who heads up the marketing 
team at Yellow, a rambunctious and multi-talented team 
working hard to transform an iconic New Zealand brand, 
with a continued focus on helping businesses navigate the 
digital marketing space. Joining him was Shane Evans, who 
has been with ABS for more than seven years and in the last 
three years Auckland Savings Bank (ASB) Marketing has won 
over 50 NZ and global awards. Speaking on defining visual 
brand identity, Evans said: “I guess with ASB visual identity is 

probably something we focus on a lot but not enough, if you 
look at any brand in the marketplace, there were times when 
we were together and times we were apart.  

“Your brand can become quite fragmented quite quickly and 
I really pull that down to boredom by the marketing teams 
and boredom by the creative teams, always keen to change 
things and part of me enjoys that.” 

On a more general level, Evans added: “I think brands are like 
humans you want to keep it quite fresh nothing worse than 
saying the same thing over and over again something that is 
a continuous struggle but something we do well. 

“You’ve just got to keep working on it. You’ve got to be able to 
say yes and no.” 

Pilbrow then stepped in to speak about Yellow, as a truly 
unique brand that has undergone massive branding and 
visual changes in the past 12 months.  For Pilbrow: “Yellow 
is a real interesting challenge, I don’t think there’s a more 
fragmented brand in New Zealand than Yellow. Speaking 
on creating a visual identity for brand’s, he said: “A lot of it 
comes down to people’s perception of it, how long it’s been in 
the market, how Aucklanders usually think compared to the 
rest of New Zealand.” 

What became interesting in this part of this discussion was 
looking at both companies as such intrinsically New Zealand 
brands, which have a huge amount of clout in the country. 
This was demonstrated by Pilbrow stating: “One of the  
most shocking stats we got is that we get 9 million look ups 
a month in book, and 76 per cent of those go through to a 
phone call and 67 per cent go through to a transaction;  
show me a website that does that, so it’s impressive.” 
Though he admitted, as a brand, Yellow was for some time 
“confused”. 

“We were debating for some time should we use the fingers 
or not? So we had visual and brand confusion. “This year 
we’ve just gone down one route, with ‘We Are Yellow’. 
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“We’re proud of our book and digital presence because 
they’re both important.” 

Pilbrow added: “The brand identity has to change from the 
fact were transactional product to a marketing solution to a 
small business. 

“For us it’s a massive challenge to reinvigorate our brand 
but use the trust place from consumers onto us as a way of 
doing so, and it’s a lot of fun.” 

Both Evans and Pilbrow agreed, that “being disrupted 
massively is a good wake up call for recreating a brand’s 
visual identity”. 

Jess Lilley is an award-winning advertising creative  
director at Leo Burnett. She began her career working as  
a copywriter in 2000 and it has since taken her to Toronto 
then London and back again. 

Trent Hendrick who has more than 12 years’ experience in 
brand building and creative problem-solving. He has created 
a number of campaigns that have been recognised locally 
and internationally for both creativity and effectiveness. He 
is currently the Head of Art at Cummins&Partners and in 
charge of all visual communication, setting the standard in 
one of the World’s most creative Independent Agencies. 

Leigh Barnes is currently the Chief Purpose Officer (CPO) of 
the Intrepid Group, the world’s largest provider of adventure 
travel experiences. 

As a group, Munro, Lilley, Hendrick and Barnes touched on a 
plethora of topics, though the discussion point which held the 
audiences’ attention, that being how to define visual identity 
and how each brand is adapting to this.  

Speaking on defining visual brand identity, Lilley said: “If 
you’re going back to brand building blocks and go back to 
your visual assets and assets can be everything from design 
to tone of voice to illustration. 

“For me its understanding your personality and what you’re 
representing and then creating those assets and putting 
them together in a completely original way. 

She added: “While you might share some assets like colour 
with another brand the way you’re using them and the 
way you group them together with your assets creates a 
completely unique look and feel that you can then perpetuate 
while creating an original tone which a little bit more difficult 
to create then that sounds.” 

Following this sentiment, Hendrick said: “All brands have a 
DNA to them and were custodians of those brands. 

“Say for instance I was given a brand like VW. They have 
a history and tone for me to go in there and completely 
reinvent it is probably the wrong thing to do because it’s set 
that tone for 50 years. 

“We have to be smart about what we can keep and what we 
can push away because brands need to shift but we need to 
do that in a smart and pared back kind of way,” he added. 

Meanwhile, coming from a brand’s perspective Barnes said: 
“A couple of years ago we had a real struggle with how to 
sell brands that look the same, we had to sell Machu Picchu. 

“All the brands have the same picture it was about being 
curious with our brand and what we stood for and we came 
back really curious about what the product was, and I think 
those were experiences, real moments and fun those three 
things we tried to bring to the fore. 

“It’s about real interaction.” 

Lilley then jumped in and agreed with Barnes, adding: “I think 
that’s a really important point because a good brand makes 
an important connection no matter what you’re doing. 

“It could be a car, travel or ice-cream but if you don’t connect 
emotionally on some level then you’re not succeeding as a 
brand in communicating who you are as a brand and what 
your story is.”
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Shutterstock’s 2019 Colour Trends

SHUTTERSTOCK’S 2019 COLOUR 
TRENDS IDENTIFIES THE FASTEST 
GROWING COLOURS AROUND 
THE WORLD
By analysing both pixel data and customer download data, 
Shutterstock’s Colour Trends 2019 identifies universally 
popular colours that are surging year-over-year as well as 

local favorites from around the world. The top three colours 
on the rise around the world for the coming year are Proton 
Purple, Plastic Pink and UFO Green.

This neon trio of turbo-charged colours has grown most in 

popularity in 2018, revealing their rising popularity that has 
yet to peak in 2019: 

•  Proton Purple- 8a2be2: this vivid purple represents
the palpable positive charge of our daily lives.

•  UFO Green- 7fff00: a bright green that evokes lush
countrysides alongside whirling rows of binary code.
It’s both natural and supernatural.

•  Plastic Pink- ff1493: a sizzling pink with lots of depth,
that captures the electric glow of cities at night.

In addition to the top three most popular colours globally,  
the report also highlights the top trending colour in 20 

countries around the world. From lavender blush in Japan 
to navy blue in the Australia, these hues show us local 
favourites in every region of the globe. The colours capturing 
our attention in various countries are also based on fastest 
growing year-over-year change.

“Whether its conscious or not, the colours we choose to 

represent any given occasion reflect more than trends in 
fashion or design – they represent a larger cultural moment,” 
said Lou Weiss, CMO at Shutterstock. “If we look to the ideas 
influencing culture today, technology stands at the forefront. 
There’s excited energy driving this movement, so it’s no 
wonder that the top trending colours pack a digital punch.”
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Notes

With the proliferation of social media and mobile , and Google’s decided lurch towards visual rather 
than text-based ads, brands need a mind-numbing amount of visual creative, and yet the need to 
preserve the brand’s narrative remains. Sadly, budgets have not grown at the same rate as media 
channels – in many cases, they have shrunk. 

When Munro started what was then Flashstock, his aim was to produce a digital solution to the 
problem of scalability of custom imagery. He admits the process was a little harder than he first 
thought. 

“There was a lot of blood sweat and tears trying to figure out how to do this,” he says. 

“There’s this notion of upfront calibration. When you’re working for a brand, the concept of brand 
look and feel if you’re not in that world is somewhat abstract.  

“The first brand we started working for was Anheuser-Busch InBev [Budweiser’s parent company]. 
Their brand guidelines was a 100-page PowerPoint deck, and I sent it to a few photographers and 
they rang up and said, ‘Hey, what’s PowerPoint?’ So, I thought we were in a bit of trouble here. 

“We needed a way to take all of that information summarise all of that information into a really 
precise and compelling format that people could consume and react to. So, we developed this visual 
identity calibration. 

Munro said the process involves a brand putting forward all approved images, then putting them 
together in a mood board. 

“Then, with a group of the brand stakeholders, we extract the features the brand must have, and we 
try and keep them to a minimum,” he said. 

“Once these are agreed to, the key insight here was we kept them binary, so there’s no subjectivity. 
There’re three primary technical aspects: composition, tone and lighting. Then things like 
environment and subject matter. 

“We can then start having conversations with the stakeholders as to what’s really important and 
end up with the perfect amount of information, because too much is too much.” 

Munro said the output of this is a simple guideline that anyone can follow, and it allows you quickly 
see if an image is on-brand or off-brand. Shutterstock uses this as a filter to source creators. 




